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New & New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

GACHERS ACEGHRS GACHERS, CHARGES, GACHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GACHING ACGGHIN GACH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GANGLED ADEGGLN GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] 

GANGLES AEGGLNS GANGLES, SNAGGLE, GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] 

GANKING AGGIKNN GANK, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

GATCHED ACDEGHT GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GATCHER ACEGHRT GATCHER -S, one that gatches (to behave boastfully) [n -S] 

GATCHES ACEGHST GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GATELEG AEEGGLT GATELEG -S, table with extensions supported by movable legs [n -S] 

GAUCHED ACDEGHU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUCHES ACEGHSU GAUCHES -T, GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAWMOGE AEGGMOW GAWMOGE -S, clownish person [n -S] 

GEEKING EEGGIKN GEEK, to discuss highly technical subject [v] 

GEEKISH EEGHIKS geeky (socially awkward or unappealing) [adj] 

GELCOAT ACEGLOT GELCOAT -S, surface layer of polyester resin [n -S] 

GELLIES EEGILLS GELLY, gelignite (high explosive) [n] 

GENISTA AEGINST GENISTA -S, EASTING, EATINGS, GENISTA, INGATES, INGESTA, SEATING, TAGINES, TEASING, shrub with yellow flowers [n -S] 

GENLOCK CEGKLNO GENLOCK -S, to use device designed to synchronize video signals [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GENNING EGGINNN GEN, to provide or obtain information [v] 

GEOSMIN EGIMNOS GEOSMIN -S, volatile organic component of petrichor [n -S] 

GEOTAGS AEGGOST GEOTAG, to add geographic metadata to file [v] 

GETOUTS EGOSTTU GETOUT, excuse to avoid doing something [n] 

GHAZALS AAGHLSZ GHAZAL, amatory lyric poem [n] 

GHERAOS AEGHORS GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GINCHES CEGHINS GINCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GIRLIES EGIILRS GIRLIES – T, GIRLIE, girl or woman [n] 

GITCHES CEGHIST GITCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GLAMMED ADEGLMM GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLAMPED ADEGLMP GLAMP, to camp in luxury [v] 

GLAMPER AEGLMPR GLAMPER -S, one that glamps (to camp in luxury) [n -S] 

GLIOSES EGILOSS GLIOSIS, pathological proliferation of glial cells [n] 

GLIOSIS GIILOSS pathological proliferation of glial cells [n -SES] 

GLISSES EGILSSS GLISSE, dance step [n] 

GNETUMS EGMNSTU GNETUMS, NUTMEGS, GNETUM, tropical tree of genus Gnetum [n] 

GOATIER AEGIORT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GODWARD ADDGORW toward God [adv] 

GOETTAS AEGOSTT GOETTA, type of sausage popular in Cincinnati [n] 

GOITRED DEGIORT GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [adj] 

GONCHES CEGHNOS GONCH, gaunch (underpants) [n] 

GOOGLED DEGGLOO GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v] 

GOOGLES EGGLOOS GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v] 

GOOLIES EGILOOS GOOLIES, LOOGIES, OLOGIES, GOOLIE, offensive word [n], GOOLY [n] 

GOONDAS ADGNOOS GOONDA, hired thug [n] 

GOONERY EGNOORY GOONERY, OROGENY, thuggish behavior [n -RIES] 

GOTCHES CEGHOST GOTCH, underpants [n] 

GOYISHE EGHIOSY pertaining to non-Jewish persons [adj] 
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GRAPLES AEGLPRS GRAPLE, small anchor [n] 

GRAWLIX AGILRWX euphemistic symbolic typography [n -ES]  

GREYOUT EGORTUY GREYOUT -S, grayout (partial mental blackout) [n -S] 

GRIZZES EGIRSZZ GRIZ, grizzly (large bear) [n]  

GROVIER EGIORRV GROVY, resembling or suggestive of grove [adj] 

GUBBINS BBGINSU trivial object [n -ES] 

GUILTED DEGILTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

GUINEPS EGINPSU GUINEP, genip (tropical tree) [n] 

GULESES EEGLSSU GULES, color red [n] 

GULLERY EGLLRUY place where gulls (web-footed seabirds) breed [n -RIES] 

GUMMIES EGIMMSU GUMMIES -T, GUMMY, type of candy [n] 

GUMMILY GILMMUY in toothless manner [adv] 

GUNGIER EGGINRU GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 

GUNGING GGGINNU GUNGE, to obstruct with gunky material [v] 

GUNKING GGIKNNU GUNK, to cause something to be gunky [v] 

GUNNERA AEGNNRU GUNNERA -S, plant with large leaves [n -S] 

GUNPORT GNOPRTU GUNPORT -S, opening in ship or airplane for gun [n -S] 

GUNTERS EGNRSTU GUNTERS, GURNETS, GUNTER, type of sail [n] 

GURDIES DEGIRSU GUIDERS, GURDIES, GURDY, winch on fishing boat [n] 

GUTFULS FGLSTUU GUTFUL, excessive amount [n] 

GYMSLIP GILMPSY GYMSLIP -S, sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n -S] 

 

New & New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

GAITERED ADEEGIRT GAITER, covering for lower leg [adj] 

GALABEYA AAABEGLY GALABEYA -S, djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALLOWAY AAGLLOWY GALLOWAY -S, breed of hornless cattle [n -S] 

GAMEBOOK ABEGKMOO GAMEBOOK -S, book of strategies used by sports team [n -S] 

GAMEFISH AEFGHIMS fish caught for sport [n -ES] 

GAMEFOWL AEFGLMOW GAMEFOWL -S, gamecock (rooster trained for fighting) [n -S] 

GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY GAMEPLAY -S, way computer or video game is played [n -S] 

GAMIFIED ADEFGIIM GAMIFY, to turn into game [v]  

GAMIFIES AEFGIIMS GAMIFY, to turn into game [v]  

GANNETRY AEGNNRTY place where gannets breed [n -RIES] 

GANZFELD ADEFGLNZ GANZFELD -S, technique of controlled sensory input used in parapsychology [n -S] 

GAOLBIRD ABDGILOR GAOLBIRD -S, jailbird (prisoner (one that is imprisoned)) [n -S] 

GASKETED ADEEGKST GASKET, packing for making something fluid-tight [adj] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

GATCHERS ACEGHRST GATCHER, one that gatches (to behave boastfully) [n] 

GATCHING ACGGHINT GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GATELEGS AEEGGLST GATELEG, table with extensions supported by movable legs [n] 

GATELESS AEEGLSST lacking gate [adj] 

GAUCHERS ACEGHRSU GAUCHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GAUCHING ACGGHINU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUNCHES ACEGHNSU GAUNCH, underpants [n] 

GAWMOGES AEGGMOSW GAWMOGE, clownish person [n] 

GAZUNDER ADEGNRUZ GAZUNDER -S, to lower buyer's offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GELCOATS ACEGLOST GELCOAT, surface layer of polyester resin [n] 
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GENIPAPO AEGINOPP GENIPAPO -S, genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENISTAS AEGINSST EASTINGS, GENISTAS, GIANTESS, SEATINGS, GENISTA, shrub with yellow flowers [n] 

GENLOCKS CEGKLNOS GENLOCK, to use device designed to synchronize video signals [v] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO GEOCACHE -DRS, to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] 

GEOSMINS EGIMNOSS GEOSMIN, volatile organic component of petrichor [n] 

GEOSPACE ACEEGOPS GEOSPACE -S, part of outer space near Earth [n -S] 

GERMLINE EEGILMNR GERMLINE -S, sequence of germ cells descended from their predecessors [n -s] 

GEYSERED DEEEGRSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GIFTINGS FGGIINST GIFTING, act of presenting with gift [n] 

GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY GIPSYDOM -S, gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY GIPSYISM -S, gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 

GLAMAZON AAGLMNOZ GLAMAZON -S, tall, glamorous woman [n -S] 

GLAMMEST AEGLMMST GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] 

GLAMMING AGGILMMN GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLAMPERS AEGLMPRS GLAMPER, one that glamps (to camp in luxury) [n] 

GLAMPING AGGILMNP act of glamping [n -S], GLAMP, to camp in luxury [v] 

GLITZILY GIILLTYZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

GLOOPIER EGILOOPR GLOOPY, resembling gloop (sticky material) [adj] 

GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES] 

GLUTCHED CDEGHLTU GLUTCH, to gulp or swallow [v] 

GLUTCHES CEGHLSTU GLUTCH, to gulp or swallow [v] 

GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY GLYCEMIA -S, presence of glucose in blood [n -S] 

GLYCEMIC CCEGILMY GLYCEMIA, presence of glucose in blood [adj] 

GNOCCHIS CCGHINOS GNOCCHI, dumplings made of pasta [n] 

GOALBALL AABGLLLO GOALBALL -S, ball thrown at goal to score [n -S] 

GOATIEST AEGIOSTT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GODAWFUL ADFGLOUW extremely unpleasant [adj] 

GODWARDS ADDGORSW godward (toward God) [adv] 

GOITERED DEEGIORT GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [adj] 

GOOFUSES EFGOOSSU GOOFUS, foolish or stupid person [n] 

GOOGLING GGGILNOO GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v] 

GOREFEST EEFGORST GOREFEST -S, movie featuring much bloodshed [n -S] 

GOTCHIES CEGHIOST underpants [n GOTCHIES] 

GOURDFUL DFGLORUU GOURDFUL -S, as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S] 

GOUTWEED DEEGOTUW GOUTWEED -S, plant with white flowers [n -S] 

GRAMPIES AEGIMPRS EPIGRAMS, GRAMPIES, PRIMAGES, GRAMPY, grampa (grandfather) [n] 

GRAPHENE AEEGHNPR GRAPHENE -S, sheet of carbon atoms [n -S]  

GREYOUTS EGORSTUY GREYOUT, grayout (partial mental blackout) [n] 

GRIDDING DDGGIINR GRID, to put into or set out as framework of bars or lines [v] 

GRIMOIRE EGIIMORR GRIMOIRE -S, book of magic spells [n -S] 

GROOVILY GILOORVY GROOVILY, VIROLOGY, GROOVY, marvelous [adv] 

GROUPAGE AEGGOPRU GROUPAGE -S, arranging of persons or things into groups [n -S] 

GROVIEST EGIORSTV GROVIEST, VERTIGOS, GROVY, resembling or suggestive of grove [adj] 

GUARACHE AACEGHRU GUARACHE -S, huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

GUILTING GGIILNTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

GUNGIEST EGGINSTU GUESTING, GUNGIEST, GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 
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GUNNERAS AEGNNRSU GUNNERA, plant with large leaves [n] 

GUNPORTS GNOPRSTU GUNPORT, opening in ship or airplane for gun [n] 

GUNSIGHT GGHINSTU GUNSIGHT -S, device on gun for aiming [n -S] 

GURDWARA AADGRRUW GURDWARA -S, Sikh temple [n -S] 

GURGLIER EGGILRRU GURGLY, making bubbling sounds [adj] 

GYMSLIPS GILMPSSY GYMSLIP, sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n] 
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